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Indepenpress Publishing Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The North Beyond: Part
3: Haldur, P. M. Scrayfield, The North Beyond: past or future? The story now tells of a new country,
Rihannad Ennar: serene, secure, untouched by the troubles far to the south, a land blessed by the
love of its people and its lord, Carapethan. But Maesrhon, arriving there after a desperate struggle
for survival, will be the innocent breaker of its peace. Now free to use his true name of Artorynas, he
finds friendship and would gladly stay; yet he knows in his heart that Rihannad Ennar can offer him
neither sanctuary nor an end to his search. Far to the north it may be, but it is not the north beyond
- Meanwhile, beset by unease at Artorynas' presence, Carapethan also fears the danger that
threatens from the south. Reluctant to repeat the errors of the past, he unwittingly reveals a secret
that for Artorynas turns past and future on their heads - and the question arises: whose past, whose
future? Eventually he makes two momentous decisions. For the sake of his beloved country, he risks
the life of his son Haldur by sending him south;...
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It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O 'K on Sr .-- Abel O 'K on Sr .

This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna  Ra th I-- Dea nna  Ra th I
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